
Girl Scouts of Tres Condados 

Seashore Life 
Interest Project 

 
The late Dick Smith, formerly of the Santa Barbara News Press, has written about the 
seashore: “Where else but along the ocean’s edge can one climb the rugged rocks or walk 
the stretches of sand in such exhilarating atmosphere?  Where else can one find such a  
marvelous variety and abundance of living forms?  We who live where we can spend 
some of our leisure by the seashore are indeed blessed with great fortune.  We need to 
protect and preserve as much of this heritage as we possibly can.  We need parks, 
national seashores, and primitive preserves all along our coasts…..” 
 
Seashore life challenges you to explore the narrow ribbon where land and sea and air 
meet, to discover the strange and beautiful wilderness of the underwater world glimpsed 
in our Pacific Coast tide-pools, to learn about the life of our far from barren sandy 
beaches, to become more aware of the fragile balance and complexity of the web of life 
along out shores and the urgent need to preserve it. 
 
In addition to getting to know the common marine invertebrates, exploring the seashore 
includes learning about: the shorebirds which reside near or winter along the beaches of 
Southern and Central California; the marine mammals which can be seen on offshore 
rocks or in the ocean close to shore or farther out, some in rookeries, some migrating to 
and from calving grounds; the marine vegetation along out varied coastline from the 
strictly marine seaweeds to coastal salt marsh and coastal strand plants. 
 
This is an interest project about all of seashore life and the priceless beauty, which is a 
part of the fragile coastal habitat for so many different forms of life along our Southern 
and Central Pacific Coast. 
 
You must complete the 3 starred requirements plus 5 more to earn the Seashore Life 
Interest Project. 
 
*1. Explore both a rocky and a sandy beach at low tide and note what you find 

including shells, tide-pool animals, seaweeds, shorebirds, Waterbirds, and coastal 
strand plants.  Return a second time at a similar tide lever to the same beach or 
explore different beaches, noting findings.  If possible, include both a sandy beach 
and a rocky shore on the Central coast above Pt. Conception and one along the 
Santa Barbara Channel eat of Pt. Conception.  There the water temperatures are 4° 
to 10° warmer than in Northern California and the amount of sunlight is much 
greater.  Observe difference in marine life. 

 
*2. From reading and observing, learn as much as you can about the four principal 

Intertidal life zones of the California coast in which certain seashore animals and 
plants are characteristically found in greater abundance: Zone 1 “splash zone”;  
Zone 2 “high-tide zone”;  Zone 3 “middle-tide zone”;  Zone 4 “low-tide zone”.  
(Note: some people recognize only three principal zones: high spray or splash, 
wide mid-tidal and low-tidal.) 
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*3. Be able to define the following commonly used terms: invertebrate, seashell, test, 

carapace, mollusk, carnivore, herbivore, omnivore, scavenger, sessile and bi-
valve. 

 
 Become familiar with one or more guides, which can be used to identify common 

seashore animals along out coast.  Find and be able to identify 1 tide-pool animal 
(or its shell or “test”) in each of the four main divisions (Phyla) of invertebrate 
animals commonly found along out seashore: 

  
a) Joint-legged (arthropoda), mostly marine crustaceans 
b) Spiny-skinned (echinoderma), radially symmetrical, often in fives 
c) Jelly-fish, anemones, etc. (coelenterata or cnideria) 
d) Shell-fish (mullusca), soft bodied 
 
Find and be able to identify one or more of each of the following classes of 
mollusks: 

 
a) Chitons or “sea-cradles (amphierura) 
b) Marine snails (gastopoda) 
c) Bi-valves (pelecypoda) 
 
Learn as much as you can about their life habitats, life cycle, diet, habits 
(attached? Or moving around?), ways of protecting themselves, ways of 
reproducing.  Notice which of the Intertidal organisms use each other for food, 
and also for more than food in some cases. 
 
Choose one particular tide-pool animal and learn interesting thins about it to tell 
others, including what it eats, what it looks like, where it commonly lives and 
how it protects itself; use picture, drawings or non-living specimen if you wish. 

 
4. Learn how to read a tide table, where to obtain one, and how to choose a good 

tide for beach exploration.  Be able to explain: “minus tide”, “spring tides and 
neap tides”, “rip tide”, “ebb tide”, and tell about the causes of tidal action.  
Become familiar with the effects of tidal action on a beach near you, how large a 
“tidal draw”, how steep or shallow the tidal zonation. 

 
5. Learn the 3 kinds of seaweed.  Define “marine algae” and “hold fast”.  Be able to 

identify one of each of these 3 kinds of seaweed.  Learn how to press seaweed for 
a mounted specimen or for an artistic or craft project.  Find out what seaweed 
supplies to Intertidal animals.  List several ways seaweed is used by humans.  
Discuss other ways humans affect the survival of marine and march vegetation 
along the seacoast and its bays lagoons, sloughs, etc. 

 
6. Observe the shore and water birds on your seashore explorations.  Notice which 

birds are on the beach, in the water, in nearby lagoons or sloughs, or other salt-
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water wetlands, along or in groups.  Try to find out what various birds eat and 
where they find shelter; discover which birds are resident and which are winter 
visitors and where the latter nest.  Learn to recognize 5 common birds, including 1 
duck, 1 shorebird, 1 long-legged, long-necked wading bird, and 1 skydiving bird.  
Visit a bird rookery along the ocean or a bay and share your experience. 

 
7. Find out which marine animals we have along our Southern and Central 

California coast and their habits in general, including what they ear and how they 
protect themselves.  Go whale watching by boat OR from a cliff OR visit a zoo 
OR aquarium that has marine mammal tanks and report on it.  Learn about the 
migration of the gray what or the life of the sea otter. 

 
8. Find out about fish (the only intertidal animals with backbones), which are 

seasonal or resident in the Intertidal pools: also learn which fish are found in 
nearby ocean waters.  Look up fishing regulations for California coastal waters.  
Go fishing or watch someone fishing from the shore, wharf or boat; visit a harbor 
used by fishing boats. 

 
Choose a favorite recipe using fish (or shell-fish), prepare and serve it to your 
family, friends, or troop.  Know what seafood offer to us in the way of good 
nutrition; note exceptions and cautions in using seafood.  Tell what a “grunion 
run” is and how to find out when it is expected to occur.  If you can, watch a 
grunion run with others. 

 
9. Visit a Museum of Natural History or Marine Biology Laboratory or a Big 

Aquarium.  Be able to tell others how and where to arrange for similar visits.  
Find out about some of the different careers that are concerned with aspects of 
seashore life. 

 
10. Choose one of the following activities that combine seashore life and various arts: 
  

a) Make a drawing or paint a picture related to the seashore 
b) Take a photograph of some aspect you want to remember 
c) Make a scrapbook of beach and seashore related items 
d) Write a poem that expresses how you feel about the ocean or seashore OR 

choose 2 favorite poems to share 
e) Find out several ways that seashells are used in design (commercial art) 
f) Read 2 children’s books about the ocean and tell about them 
g) Do a craft project using seashore materials 
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11. Know the major State and Federal laws that protect marine life.  Find out what 
governmental agencies and private organizations are doing to protect the ocean 
and coastal environment, including wetlands and sloughs; tell what you or your 
troop can do to help.  List rules for protecting the seashore environment which 
everyone should observe while visiting the beach. 

 
OR 

 
Describe a food chain or pyramid starting with the basic food of the sea 
(plankton) and leading to humans; explain why synthetic chemical compounds, 
which cannot be broken down or excreted by plants and animals, cause serious 
problems to people as well as marine life.  Look for evidence of erosion along the 
seashore you visit; what caused it? What can be done about it? 

 
12.  Health and Safety: Make up a list of the main safety rules for exploring the beach 

and seashore and be able to explain them to others using a poster which you have 
made or a skit you made up, including how to dress.  Know how you would 
prevent or handle the following: 

  
a) Deep cut from glass or metal 
b) Fish hook in hand, foot or eye 
c) Skin break from a crab’s pincers 
d) Sunburn or heat exhaustion 
e) Sprains or broken bones 
f) Drowning 
g) Person being pulled under the water (rip-tide, fall, etc) 
 
Tell what a “red tide” is and how it relates to human health, the mussel, etc.  Find 
out what to do, or not to do, if you find a sick, injured, or apparently deserted 
seabird or marine mammal on the beach. 

 
*13. Services:  Search out a way to help protect or care for our beaches and seashore 

and do something to help the problem.  Share interesting findings and knowledge 
from your Seashore Life project with others by choosing one of the following 
activities: 

  
a) Make up a game to play with younger children or Girl Scouts at the beach 

or make a seashell collage or make sand candles, observing safety rules. 
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Seashore Life Interest Project 
 

Leader’s Guide 
 
See Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., “Exploring Wildlife Communities with Children”, 
“Seaside Adventures”, pp. 36-45.  Field Directors have a copy to loan.  Also, see OBIS 
(Outdoor Biological Instructional Strategies), “The Intertidal Zone” and many more in 
Sets I, II, III, & IV. 
 
 
*1&2. Turn over seaweed, look for shells and tracks on beach, for raised “tunnels” in 

shallow pools in sand that might be made by purple olive snails, for hermit crabs 
inside snail shells, for holes in the rock bored by boring clams, for purple-red dye 
(ink) in a pool of water made by a sea hare (slug) that has been disturbed, etc.  
Can use a planned scavenger hunt to structure the exploration a little.  Watch a 
tide-pool. 

 
 Some general helpful books (see #3 for more books): 

Hedgpeth, Joel and Hinton, Sam:  Common Seashore Life of Southern 
California, Naturegraph Co., Happy Camp, CA 1961. 

 Weiman, Harold: Nature Walks on the San Luis Coast, Padre Productions, 1980. 
 Zim, Herbert S. and Ingle, Lester: Seashore, Golden Press, N.Y. 1955. 

Anderson, Shane: Beach Walk Guide for Campus Point Area, mimeographed 
leaflet by Marine Science Institute (MSI) UCSB. Obtain from MSI or council has 
permission to reproduce for use, 23 pages. 

 
*3. An easy book to find and use:  pocket size Pacific Intertidal Life by Russ and 

Olhausen, Nature Study Guild, 1981. 
Westerns Environmental Guide, Tidepools by Vessel and Wong, also easy to 
find. 
Many detailed guides: Hedgpath and Hinton (see #1); Percy Morris, Field 
Guide to Shells of the Pacific Coast; Richard Allen, Common Intertidal 
Invertebrates of Southern California. 

 
Remember, common names may differ in different guides.  Exhibits of identified 
shells and invertebrates may be found in both the Santa Barbara and Morro Bay 
Museums of Natural History. 

 
Notice which animals and seaweeds are found highest above water and so on 
down to animals only exposed at very low tides.  Notice which animals live 
together.  Can you find any “browse” scars where limpets have scraped the algae 
off rocks?  Can you find the eight overlapping plates of a chiton in its shallow 
“burrow” in the rock surface?  Think about the problems for marine animal life on 
both a sandy beach and rock shoreline and how they adapt. 
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Training materials for “Beach Walk” include lists of shells and tide pool animals 
commonly found along our South and Central coasts.  Community College and 
Adult Education courses often include Marine Biology, Tide pools, and Exploring 
Nature courses, which have field trips to beach and tide pools. 
 
Some relatively easy to find seashore animals in the following categories are: 
 
a) Jointed-legged: Marine crustaceans, like crabs (rock, kelp, striped shore, 

sand and spiny sand); spiny lobster.  Barnacles also belong to this phylum 
(gooseneck, acorn, etc.) 

b) Spiny-skinned:  Starfish, sea urchins.  (Also sand dollars, but these are 
hard to find now on our beaches.) 

c) Sea anemones:  (great green and aggregate); striped jelly fish; “by the 
wind sailor” (usually find cellophane “sails” on the beaches in the late 
Spring.) 

d) Any of the mollusks listed below: 
 
Chitons:  Look for eight overlapping plates in “burrow” in rock; “butterfly 
shells”, the turquoise to bleached white segments of a chiton on the beach. 
Snails:  Purple olive; black turban (also brown turban on Central Coast);  
Kellet’s whelk (largest we usually find); periwinkle; pieces of various 
snail shells such as smooth turban, moon snail, 3-winged murex (Central 
Coast).  Also belonging to this class and phylum; abalone, limpets 
(pinkish “volcano limpet”, more common along Central Coast); various 
other limpets, which are hard to identify specifically; various slipper 
shells. 
Bi-valves:  Purple-hinged rock scallop; various mussels, various clams 
(Pismo, piddock-a “boring” clam – are easy to identify, lots of “little 
necks”);  Nutall’s cockle.  More bent-nose and jack-knife type clams on 
Central Coast. 

 
4. Obtain from sporting goods stores or other businesses near the coast, along 

wharfs, etc. Tide Calendar now available earlier at Santa Barbara harbor stores 
(like ones used by boat owners.) 

 
5. Brown, green and read are the three kinds of seaweed.  See above books plus 

Dawson’s Seashore Plants of Southern California, University of California Press. 
 
6. Seashore Birds:  Birds of Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties, California by 

Webster, Lehman, Beveir – details what birds can be found in the region, when, 
where and how abundantly.  Audobon Bird List for San Luis Obispo County also 
details much of the same information.  Both are available at local museums of 
Natural History.  Field Guides include: Peterson and Robbins, and Audubon all-
photographic guide, Cogswell’s “Waterbirds of California,” Western Outdoor 
Environmental Guide: “Beach Birds.”  (Training materials for “Beach Walk” also 
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has bird material.  Also both museums have bird exhibits.  Heron rookeries may 
be found at and across from Goleta Beach and along Morro Bay near park. 

 
7. Marine Mammals:  California Press book, Marine Mammals of California, by 

Robert Orr; World of the California Gray Whale by Tom Miller; Whale 
Watchers Guide by Valencic. 

 
8. See sections on fish in guides, especially pocketsize “Intertidal Life” (under #3).  

Sporting goods stores carry official “Sport Fishing Regulations.”  See Tide Tables 
for grunion run schedule. 

 
9. Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, 2559 Puesta del Sol, 682-3764, is 

located near the Mission, has an excellent marine hall and bird hall.  Call the 
Museum for information, admission charge and arranging docent tours. 

  
 Affiliated with the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, the Sea Center 

located at 211 Sterns Wharf, 963-1067, has exhibits including a life-size model of 
a gray whale and tanks with various marine animals.  Call the Sea Center for 
information and admission charges. 

  
 Morro Bay Museum of Natural History has a number of films which groups can 

arrange to have shown at the museum by making arrangements will in advance.  
Docent-led wetlands program available.  Cost $.50 for children; $1.00 for adults.  
Fee waived for children if tour arrangements are made four weeks in advance. 

 
 Marine Science Institute, UCSB, Santa Barbara 93016 – open house three times a 

year for school and community groups.  (Phone 961-3764 for details.)  Watch for 
University Day, which is usually on a Saturday in April with tours of the 
laboratory. 

 
 Excellent places to visit if traveling:  Sea World in San Diego, Steinhart 

Aquarium in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco; and Monterey Bay Aquarium. 
 
 The Child’s Estate Zoo in Santa Barbara has marine mammal tanks and a preserve 

for injured pelicans no longer able to survive in the wild.  Big zoos in San Diego 
and Los Angeles (also San Francisco) and Channel Islands National Park Center 
in Ventura are also interesting to visit. 

 
 Careers might include oceanographer, marine biologist, environmental protection 

jobs related to the seashore, fish, and wildlife management jobs, park ranger, 
naturalist, etc. 

 
10. One suggestion for writing poetry: Haikus are a simple unrhymed form (three 

lines; the first line 5 syllables; the second line 7 syllables, the third line, 5 
syllables.) 
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 Some interesting books to share with younger children, when baby-sitting, etc.: 
Pagoo by Holling, about a hermit crab; Ping, about a fishing duck in China; Come 
Again Pelican by Santa Barbara author, Don Freeman; Thy Friend, Obadiah, by 
Turkle, about a sea gull; Make Way for Ducklings, by McCloskey books about 
the Main Coast. 

 
 Sandcastle making, sand pouring, sand-candle making, sand painting, seashell 

plaster paper weight, driftwood-shell collage, seaweed notepaper, etc.  Perhaps 
participate in an organized sand sculpture contest. 

 
11. See “Sport Fishing Regulations.”  Illegal in California to remove live Intertidal 

animals.  Check snail shells for hermit crabs, etc.  Some may look dead and be 
alive – when in doubt, leave.  It is important to turn over any rocks carefully and 
replace animals and rocks as gently as found. 

  
 Environmental Protection Agency (national and local groups), Coastal 

Commission, California State Fish and Game Department.  Nature Conservancy, 
local chapters of Sierra Club and Audubon Society, Scenic Shoreline 
Preservation, etc. 

 
 Interesting to check the newspapers for current development, for example, 

concerning the Coastal Commission, and know what’s being done, what some of 
the problems are, possible solutions, etc.  Preserving and protecting our seacoast 
and seashore will be a life-long concern for all of us. 

 
OR 

 
 Food chain – see Exploring Wildlife Communities with Children
 
12. Girl Scout Safety-Wise, “Seaside Adventures” warning in most books – Never 

turn your back on the ocean!  Stress prevention.  Sick or injured creatures – do 
not pick up, call Santa Barbara Zoo, Fish and Game representative, marine 
Science Institute or State Park. 

 
*13. Litter clean up is always needed.  Might plan and carry out ways to share 

interesting findings with handicapped Girl Scouts who cannot explore a beach 
easily in person or choose activities your younger girls such as game, scavenger 
hunt, smell and feel bag contest, etc., which you have planned.  Help collect and 
assemble materials for beach training for leaders or for sharing such activities as 
track casting and seaweed pressing with your troop or another troop. 
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